1
00:00:02,520 --> 00:00:10,830
in America National Geographic edge to
2
00:00:07,849 --> 00:00:14,009
history channel they love the premise
3
00:00:10,830 --> 00:00:18,028
they love my background didn't get the
4
00:00:14,009 --> 00:00:23,369
series the first time a year ago because
5
00:00:18,028 --> 00:00:26,880
of my accent the American networks one
6
00:00:23,370 --> 00:00:29,250
year later they dropped part of the
7
00:00:26,879 --> 00:00:31,710
story and added an American research
8
00:00:29,250 --> 00:00:34,769
call Erica loops who's Pat movement
9
00:00:31,710 --> 00:00:37,590
which is a state director and she was
10
00:00:34,770 --> 00:00:39,660
good very good American so it's going to
11
00:00:37,590 --> 00:00:42,030
be called from UF for detective to your
12
00:00:39,659 --> 00:00:44,669
for detectives when I was going to be
13
00:00:42,030 --> 00:00:49,140
the lead now the right Atlantic love the
14
00:00:44,670 --> 00:00:50,910
premise will go with Max will go with an
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15
00:00:49,140 --> 00:00:53,969
American lead and I said forget it my
16
00:00:50,909 --> 00:00:55,738
idea so it's dead in the water for two
17
00:00:53,969 --> 00:00:57,750
years we're going around all the
18
00:00:55,738 --> 00:01:00,988
networks and of course America all the
19
00:00:57,750 --> 00:01:03,030
money the biggest proportion yeah we
20
00:01:00,988 --> 00:01:04,768
have the UK networks on board we have
21
00:01:03,030 --> 00:01:07,799
because of what they do is you get an
22
00:01:04,769 --> 00:01:10,020
amalgam of budgets but the Americans put
23
00:01:07,799 --> 00:01:11,999
in the biggest budget and if you don't
24
00:01:10,019 --> 00:01:14,039
get them on board seriously can happen
25
00:01:11,998 --> 00:01:18,899
so studying the water found out about
26
00:01:14,039 --> 00:01:24,269
week book but my accident I don't think
27
00:01:18,899 --> 00:01:28,138
that is that strong yeah yeah imagine
28
00:01:24,269 --> 00:01:30,388
being in the valleys but yeah that's
29
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00:01:28,138 --> 00:01:32,578
exactly what the set right off the way
30
00:01:30,388 --> 00:01:34,920
to the top the like mean the like the
31
00:01:32,578 --> 00:01:36,868
premise the Americans wouldn't be able
32
00:01:34,920 --> 00:01:38,638
to sell it doesn't my accident I even
33
00:01:36,868 --> 00:01:40,228
said that on voice true now you can
34
00:01:38,638 --> 00:01:43,228
always water down your accent anyway
35
00:01:40,228 --> 00:01:45,688
Kenny okay but that's what I said so
36
00:01:43,228 --> 00:01:49,438
it's not growing any one but maybe one
37
00:01:45,688 --> 00:01:52,559
day as we approach that 2033 this is the
38
00:01:49,438 --> 00:01:55,019
thing the mainstream are going to have
39
00:01:52,560 --> 00:01:58,590
to go in to capture because they have
40
00:01:55,019 --> 00:02:00,959
set the clock room 2033 but what I
41
00:01:58,590 --> 00:02:03,959
suspect will happen that in the rule up
42
00:02:00,959 --> 00:02:06,299
to twenty thirty three the mainstream
43
00:02:03,959 --> 00:02:09,449
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media gonna have to go
44
00:02:06,299 --> 00:02:11,400
scrappin in the next year or two I think
45
00:02:09,449 --> 00:02:12,959
with re-examine this subject to you at
46
00:02:11,400 --> 00:02:16,710
first but you have to be with the eating
47
00:02:12,960 --> 00:02:18,270
contact well yes the thing they've got a
48
00:02:16,710 --> 00:02:20,219
van start looking back at the subject
49
00:02:18,270 --> 00:02:21,689
with proper open eyes this time and
50
00:02:20,219 --> 00:02:24,300
thinking well maybe these guys were so
51
00:02:21,689 --> 00:02:25,829
stupid maybe these pilots 5000 world
52
00:02:24,300 --> 00:02:27,810
life who were going to record two
53
00:02:25,830 --> 00:02:30,600
thousand military 3,000 commercial
54
00:02:27,810 --> 00:02:32,280
pilots who go on record maybe they
55
00:02:30,599 --> 00:02:34,590
weren't crazy and they're going to have
56
00:02:32,280 --> 00:02:36,780
to re-examine it so suddenly all the
57
00:02:34,590 --> 00:02:39,180
people like me and you who have been
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58
00:02:36,780 --> 00:02:43,199
automated to this for a long time we're
59
00:02:39,180 --> 00:02:45,090
going to be the guns yeah and they're
60
00:02:43,199 --> 00:02:47,969
gonna have to deal with it but here's
61
00:02:45,090 --> 00:02:53,520
the mainstream problem and it's entirely
62
00:02:47,969 --> 00:02:55,169
conceivable say in twenty thirty three
63
00:02:53,520 --> 00:02:57,480
years before like they're they get an
64
00:02:55,169 --> 00:03:00,119
intelligent signal say yeah we have
65
00:02:57,479 --> 00:03:02,969
found a signal and in yet we we've
66
00:03:00,120 --> 00:03:07,800
determined intelligent signal middle
67
00:03:02,969 --> 00:03:09,479
normally what happens then if that the
68
00:03:07,800 --> 00:03:11,670
other end when we announce to the world
69
00:03:09,479 --> 00:03:16,919
yes we've got this intelligent signal
70
00:03:11,669 --> 00:03:18,780
from XO many light-years away ones if ET
71
00:03:16,919 --> 00:03:21,839
out there are the other end of that was
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72
00:03:18,780 --> 00:03:26,520
made of just announced us will go there
73
00:03:21,840 --> 00:03:28,370
next week because there are a million
74
00:03:26,520 --> 00:03:30,930
years ahead of us in their development
75
00:03:28,370 --> 00:03:35,129
they can make that this this in a week
76
00:03:30,930 --> 00:03:38,219
for what we take us-led it that's a real
77
00:03:35,129 --> 00:03:40,049
dilemma that nobody's thinking about but
78
00:03:38,219 --> 00:03:41,759
it could absolutely be true that they
79
00:03:40,050 --> 00:03:43,680
might be on the other end and got that
80
00:03:41,759 --> 00:03:46,530
just announced us we're not seeing any
81
00:03:43,680 --> 00:03:48,629
more the whole world knows hey we'll go
82
00:03:46,530 --> 00:03:51,140
there now to announce ourselves we'll
83
00:03:48,629 --> 00:03:51,139
see you next week
84
00:03:51,419 --> 00:03:59,280
farting it if this argument of
85
00:03:54,750 --> 00:04:03,330
light-years does not matter because of
86
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00:03:59,280 --> 00:04:05,848
the differences in development in
87
00:04:03,330 --> 00:04:09,030
evolution the earth is a relatively
88
00:04:05,848 --> 00:04:13,019
young planet going around a relatively
89
00:04:09,030 --> 00:04:15,840
young son there are many older sons many
90
00:04:13,020 --> 00:04:17,519
older sequences with all the exoplanets
91
00:04:15,840 --> 00:04:19,649
that have been discovered so far well
92
00:04:17,519 --> 00:04:21,989
over 2,000 will right so far almost
93
00:04:19,649 --> 00:04:24,539
weekly to finding planets that have got
94
00:04:21,988 --> 00:04:26,069
the same kind of ingredients in the
95
00:04:24,540 --> 00:04:30,000
planet recent what the best is
96
00:04:26,069 --> 00:04:32,699
mainstream say now is almost for every
97
00:04:30,000 --> 00:04:35,100
so that there is every star there's
98
00:04:32,699 --> 00:04:38,129
probably a planetary system of between
99
00:04:35,100 --> 00:04:42,210
six and ten planets going around every
100
00:04:38,129 --> 00:04:44,699
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step so if you extrapolate that probably
101
00:04:42,209 --> 00:04:46,560
one or two of them what the call in the
102
00:04:44,699 --> 00:04:50,639
Goldilocks oh I'm not too hot not too
103
00:04:46,560 --> 00:04:53,550
cold may support life okay so you just
104
00:04:50,639 --> 00:04:57,269
extrapolating that in to the Milky Way
105
00:04:53,550 --> 00:05:00,478
just a bit a neighborhood we're talking
106
00:04:57,269 --> 00:05:03,899
tens of thousands of millions of stars
107
00:05:00,478 --> 00:05:06,269
we cannot defy anybody to comprehend our
108
00:05:03,899 --> 00:05:08,038
vast spaces that's just in our Milky Way
109
00:05:06,269 --> 00:05:10,529
let alone the rest of the universe and
110
00:05:08,038 --> 00:05:11,879
rest the galaxy's it's over so what it
111
00:05:10,529 --> 00:05:13,769
basically saying is life is almost
112
00:05:11,879 --> 00:05:16,949
certainly teeming out there now what
113
00:05:13,769 --> 00:05:20,250
happens if a planet has developed a
114
00:05:16,949 --> 00:05:24,959
million years ahead in evolution returns
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115
00:05:20,250 --> 00:05:27,000
the not developed all the millions of
116
00:05:24,959 --> 00:05:29,930
years to where they've got become
117
00:05:27,000 --> 00:05:32,519
intelligent and then they've carried on
118
00:05:29,930 --> 00:05:37,350
well let's turn around look where we are
119
00:05:32,519 --> 00:05:40,439
just killing the last 100 years 100 is
120
00:05:37,350 --> 00:05:42,180
the Wright brothers 1903 not where we
121
00:05:40,439 --> 00:05:47,668
are now beyond flying beyond our solar
122
00:05:42,180 --> 00:05:51,389
system who could imagine that the
123
00:05:47,668 --> 00:05:54,839
battery power in your mobile phone is
124
00:05:51,389 --> 00:05:57,100
more powerful than what got Apollo 11 to
125
00:05:54,839 --> 00:05:59,949
the moon
126
00:05:57,100 --> 00:06:01,840
in a weird thought but that's our work
127
00:05:59,949 --> 00:06:06,250
fast with me better than mainstream
128
00:06:01,839 --> 00:06:08,439
science cannot even catch up we see be
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129
00:06:06,250 --> 00:06:11,980
getting faster and faster but that's
130
00:06:08,439 --> 00:06:14,469
just it on digit in 5,000 years from
131
00:06:11,980 --> 00:06:17,620
Earth time now if we have blonde
132
00:06:14,470 --> 00:06:20,380
ourselves up will we be driving round in
133
00:06:17,620 --> 00:06:23,259
petrol driven cars and flying around in
134
00:06:20,379 --> 00:06:26,589
jet engines know what we developed new
135
00:06:23,259 --> 00:06:29,980
methods of proportion if you take the
136
00:06:26,589 --> 00:06:31,989
analogy of going to Leonardo da Vinci
137
00:06:29,980 --> 00:06:34,060
was probably the greatest mind of his
138
00:06:31,990 --> 00:06:36,819
generation and many generations and
139
00:06:34,060 --> 00:06:40,319
giving him an iPad and say Leah now know
140
00:06:36,819 --> 00:06:44,079
how does that work the Gulf is too big
141
00:06:40,319 --> 00:06:45,639
just in a few hundred years you won't be
142
00:06:44,079 --> 00:06:49,419
able to work it out of a clue they're
143
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00:06:45,639 --> 00:06:51,399
just magic would another clue and that's
144
00:06:49,420 --> 00:06:54,540
just in a few all do what if you're a
145
00:06:51,399 --> 00:06:57,039
million years ahead of us in earth time
146
00:06:54,540 --> 00:06:59,439
you will have developed new methods of
147
00:06:57,040 --> 00:07:01,990
proportion if you look about in our
148
00:06:59,439 --> 00:07:05,920
history it used to take weeks to cross
149
00:07:01,990 --> 00:07:08,650
from London to New York now it can take
150
00:07:05,920 --> 00:07:10,720
about three days why not the sr-71
151
00:07:08,649 --> 00:07:13,299
before I could fly around the earth and
152
00:07:10,720 --> 00:07:16,900
I think in about three hours which it's
153
00:07:13,300 --> 00:07:20,290
a top speed and that was it the fifties
154
00:07:16,899 --> 00:07:22,839
and sixties the world is shrinking as
155
00:07:20,290 --> 00:07:25,390
technology increases its ridiculous
156
00:07:22,839 --> 00:07:28,029
argument and but oh what a scientists
157
00:07:25,389 --> 00:07:31,469
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have got a very narrow field of vision
158
00:07:28,029 --> 00:07:35,019
and they operate within a very stringent
159
00:07:31,470 --> 00:07:38,260
field of reference because it's science
160
00:07:35,019 --> 00:07:40,269
it has to be demonstrable repeatable etc
161
00:07:38,259 --> 00:07:44,319
that's what scientists do but they have
162
00:07:40,269 --> 00:07:48,009
been reality quite a narrow vision how
163
00:07:44,319 --> 00:07:50,769
can we estimate what civilization is
164
00:07:48,009 --> 00:07:54,060
capable 5,000 years ahead of us
165
00:07:50,769 --> 00:07:58,089
in development touch a thousand years
166
00:07:54,060 --> 00:08:00,579
500 years more before we r of a
167
00:07:58,089 --> 00:08:03,848
generation many of us in this room with
168
00:08:00,579 --> 00:08:06,370
the last generation who can remember the
169
00:08:03,848 --> 00:08:09,788
time without the whole computer a time
170
00:08:06,370 --> 00:08:11,769
without a mobile phone you remember the
171
00:08:09,788 --> 00:08:16,689
big bricks at the center here hoping the
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172
00:08:11,769 --> 00:08:20,680
Japs military area look how is
173
00:08:16,689 --> 00:08:23,439
condensing just look at memory sticks
174
00:08:20,680 --> 00:08:27,970
the first memories thinks might be 10
175
00:08:23,439 --> 00:08:31,120
megabyte 256 gigabyte little memory
176
00:08:27,970 --> 00:08:36,269
sticks that plug in my first hard drive
177
00:08:31,120 --> 00:08:38,589
and a computer was seven fifty megabytes
178
00:08:36,269 --> 00:08:40,899
set and that was the whole operating
179
00:08:38,589 --> 00:08:43,920
system or certainly 50 megabytes and
180
00:08:40,899 --> 00:08:48,028
that was about nineteen ninety-seven
181
00:08:43,919 --> 00:08:52,120
just now we're talking terabytes crazy
182
00:08:48,028 --> 00:08:57,700
so this argument for distances is a weak
183
00:08:52,120 --> 00:09:01,269
one my opinion yeah so on the strength
184
00:08:57,700 --> 00:09:03,670
of that I'll go into a Q&A now it's five
185
00:09:01,269 --> 00:09:10,240
past ten how long do you want me to do a
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186
00:09:03,669 --> 00:09:12,309
Q&A phone oh you ain't moving the
187
00:09:10,240 --> 00:09:15,669
country what's falling is it in person
188
00:09:12,309 --> 00:09:17,769
really no seriously I haven't moved this
189
00:09:15,669 --> 00:09:21,399
way all have been adapted all right well
190
00:09:17,769 --> 00:09:23,708
I was gonna get it so long all right
191
00:09:21,399 --> 00:09:26,289
right does anybody want a quick 10
192
00:09:23,708 --> 00:09:29,078
minute questions since you've started
193
00:09:26,289 --> 00:09:30,819
this journey right have you experienced
194
00:09:29,078 --> 00:09:34,319
any weird stuff have you had your phones
195
00:09:30,820 --> 00:09:38,140
tapped doors know anything like that no
196
00:09:34,320 --> 00:09:40,720
but then again a lot of people said to
197
00:09:38,139 --> 00:09:42,909
making your head down Gary just some
198
00:09:40,720 --> 00:09:45,278
researchers of dietary soon that's a spy
199
00:09:42,909 --> 00:09:46,958
said well thana Kelvin will and they'll
200
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00:09:45,278 --> 00:09:49,389
make it look like an accident well why
201
00:09:46,958 --> 00:09:51,278
said people is if ever I've supposedly
202
00:09:49,389 --> 00:09:53,439
committed suicide no officer and I've
203
00:09:51,278 --> 00:09:54,700
never commit suicide yes I never will so
204
00:09:53,440 --> 00:09:55,290
if I suddenly turn up suicide your
205
00:09:54,700 --> 00:09:58,079
mother
206
00:09:55,289 --> 00:10:01,379
but the reality is if somebody wants to
207
00:09:58,078 --> 00:10:02,388
take you out it is like the films so
208
00:10:01,379 --> 00:10:04,799
they can give you an injection
209
00:10:02,389 --> 00:10:07,829
registered in a few hours and basically
210
00:10:04,799 --> 00:10:09,889
died of a heart attack yeah so if the
211
00:10:07,828 --> 00:10:13,818
words at you out will take you out but
212
00:10:09,889 --> 00:10:17,159
I've met people who become very paranoid
213
00:10:13,818 --> 00:10:19,198
Frank to go out the door almost and in
214
00:10:17,159 --> 00:10:22,049
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reality and not prepare to go down that
215
00:10:19,198 --> 00:10:23,939
way I accept that it's out there it is a
216
00:10:22,049 --> 00:10:26,068
bit like Jason ball maybe a bit
217
00:10:23,940 --> 00:10:28,110
exaggerated book elements of it a very
218
00:10:26,068 --> 00:10:30,750
real if intelligence services want to
219
00:10:28,110 --> 00:10:32,789
take you out the look similarly I think
220
00:10:30,750 --> 00:10:35,818
one day I might get burgled someone
221
00:10:32,789 --> 00:10:38,309
right now but I'm not going to worry
222
00:10:35,818 --> 00:10:42,028
about it no but the fact that i can and
223
00:10:38,309 --> 00:10:44,039
all these thing and i saw hopefully
224
00:10:42,028 --> 00:10:45,240
means i'm kind of like flagging up to
225
00:10:44,039 --> 00:10:46,948
people i hear that i'll never commit
226
00:10:45,240 --> 00:10:48,990
suicide that kind of thing so it makes
227
00:10:46,948 --> 00:10:51,568
me less of a risk it's always but they
228
00:10:48,990 --> 00:10:52,919
wanted to we could certainly do yeah but
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229
00:10:51,568 --> 00:10:56,939
i'm not prepared to live in the paranoid
230
00:10:52,919 --> 00:10:59,479
world so any other questions yeah but
231
00:10:56,940 --> 00:10:59,480
he's silly
232
00:10:59,730 --> 00:11:06,850
the size for Harry Harris lock a meal
233
00:11:02,889 --> 00:11:10,299
swipes to this red our guy yeah right
234
00:11:06,850 --> 00:11:12,310
that would look so I got it cylinder
235
00:11:10,299 --> 00:11:14,379
video oh yeah the police actually a
236
00:11:12,309 --> 00:11:18,279
police officer yeah yeah rotating on its
237
00:11:14,379 --> 00:11:21,990
own axis yeah described there I saw
238
00:11:18,279 --> 00:11:24,339
exactly the same object car do the same
239
00:11:21,990 --> 00:11:26,230
well so you're going to take my cabin
240
00:11:24,340 --> 00:11:28,030
email me about that for little report
241
00:11:26,230 --> 00:11:30,759
Fox like their civilian report forms as
242
00:11:28,029 --> 00:11:32,709
well so take the cap email moon start
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243
00:11:30,759 --> 00:11:35,980
dialogue there are always people who
244
00:11:32,710 --> 00:11:37,450
come to choose it as daft as it sounds
245
00:11:35,980 --> 00:11:43,269
these kind of stories are all over the
246
00:11:37,450 --> 00:11:46,060
place i went to book lecture theatre at
247
00:11:43,269 --> 00:11:47,769
the civic or in-home fur for a
248
00:11:46,059 --> 00:11:51,069
conference it's the first time when i
249
00:11:47,769 --> 00:11:52,629
saw the caretaker lady and i said now
250
00:11:51,070 --> 00:11:54,760
you can think this is a bit strange but
251
00:11:52,629 --> 00:11:57,730
i want to walk electrically weapons or
252
00:11:54,759 --> 00:12:00,370
do i see more this hell and straight
253
00:11:57,730 --> 00:12:02,259
where people regale into a story and
254
00:12:00,370 --> 00:12:05,669
then she said eight males been saw one
255
00:12:02,259 --> 00:12:07,569
as well coming over the hills and
256
00:12:05,669 --> 00:12:10,769
straight away getting all these on a
257
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00:12:07,570 --> 00:12:13,120
clock now these anak dogs are
258
00:12:10,769 --> 00:12:15,129
tremendously important because they're
259
00:12:13,120 --> 00:12:16,720
not just described likes this guy the
260
00:12:15,129 --> 00:12:19,840
caretaker actually said that when she
261
00:12:16,720 --> 00:12:22,509
was a girl 15 16 years old she was
262
00:12:19,840 --> 00:12:24,460
outside on the doorstep I'm the cheeky
263
00:12:22,509 --> 00:12:26,980
cigarette six great way to remember stop
264
00:12:24,460 --> 00:12:28,930
right chica cigarette on the doorstep
265
00:12:26,980 --> 00:12:33,840
there's daylight and she says this ball
266
00:12:28,929 --> 00:12:38,009
of white white came over the rooftops
267
00:12:33,840 --> 00:12:40,300
stopped move the went sideways stopped
268
00:12:38,009 --> 00:12:43,539
and it was on the opposite side of the
269
00:12:40,299 --> 00:12:46,659
street literally just 50 feet away and
270
00:12:43,539 --> 00:12:48,250
then he suddenly went to ground now why
271
00:12:46,659 --> 00:12:52,449
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is she going to make up a story like
272
00:12:48,250 --> 00:12:55,240
that she then I get so many of these
273
00:12:52,450 --> 00:12:57,940
stories so these anecdotes are real and
274
00:12:55,240 --> 00:13:01,149
not my favorite cases the pilot basis
275
00:12:57,940 --> 00:13:02,680
because they just prove it if a pilot in
276
00:13:01,149 --> 00:13:03,669
broad daylight doesn't know what is
277
00:13:02,679 --> 00:13:05,559
chasing what is
278
00:13:03,669 --> 00:13:08,589
looking at I mean are you aware that
279
00:13:05,559 --> 00:13:10,889
pilots have fired on UFOs in broad
280
00:13:08,590 --> 00:13:14,170
daylight and nothing has happened
281
00:13:10,889 --> 00:13:17,340
there's a case met the pilot called
282
00:13:14,169 --> 00:13:20,639
Colonel Oscar centenary Peruvian pilot
283
00:13:17,340 --> 00:13:24,790
gone on the record on video old
284
00:13:20,639 --> 00:13:27,569
documents prove it and basically 1980 in
285
00:13:24,789 --> 00:13:30,539
daylight he is sent up to intercept a
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286
00:13:27,570 --> 00:13:33,879
daylight raid are confirmed your phone
287
00:13:30,539 --> 00:13:36,099
that's just hovering so he sent up like
288
00:13:33,879 --> 00:13:38,169
many of these are the cases and as his
289
00:13:36,100 --> 00:13:39,820
approach and he's told to shoot but what
290
00:13:38,169 --> 00:13:42,819
he thought was a balloon he looked like
291
00:13:39,820 --> 00:13:44,740
a balloon round sphere is thought
292
00:13:42,820 --> 00:13:47,260
it was a blue and he's told to shoot at
293
00:13:44,740 --> 00:13:49,269
it but his machine gun can't so he does
294
00:13:47,259 --> 00:13:51,639
he shoots off about sixty four rounds
295
00:13:49,269 --> 00:13:54,879
and he sees the bullets the tracer hit
296
00:13:51,639 --> 00:13:57,490
this object just absorbed he's thinking
297
00:13:54,879 --> 00:14:01,419
he's expected to grow up but it done
298
00:13:57,490 --> 00:14:05,860
then just got straight up 10,000 feet
299
00:14:01,419 --> 00:14:07,959
about 3 cents just jumps straight not
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300
00:14:05,860 --> 00:14:11,440
something we can do so he has to get his
301
00:14:07,960 --> 00:14:13,720
afterburner on get up there to get on
302
00:14:11,440 --> 00:14:15,510
another run at it and just as it
303
00:14:13,720 --> 00:14:18,210
approached it is run again it goes
304
00:14:15,509 --> 00:14:20,830
another 10,000 feet in three seconds up
305
00:14:18,210 --> 00:14:23,110
and it eventually does this three times
306
00:14:20,830 --> 00:14:27,030
take it beyond the flight ceiling of his
307
00:14:23,110 --> 00:14:30,519
aircraft seven to eight thousand three
308
00:14:27,029 --> 00:14:33,339
gentlemen there why do you think your
309
00:14:30,519 --> 00:14:35,620
calls crash if they're so environment no
310
00:14:33,340 --> 00:14:39,100
idea no idea it's a good question
311
00:14:35,620 --> 00:14:42,720
because it was it it is it is it is an
312
00:14:39,100 --> 00:14:45,909
odd thing but what they think is that
313
00:14:42,720 --> 00:14:48,310
certainly the early crushers they think
314
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00:14:45,909 --> 00:14:52,360
that was an anomaly or side effect of
315
00:14:48,309 --> 00:14:54,699
our radar that somehow affected the
316
00:14:52,360 --> 00:14:57,430
gravitational force that's all they
317
00:14:54,700 --> 00:15:00,400
speculate in the public demand we don't
318
00:14:57,429 --> 00:15:02,500
know in some people which blows have
319
00:15:00,399 --> 00:15:04,750
said that there was the the reg are
320
00:15:02,500 --> 00:15:06,639
somehow affected the guidance system of
321
00:15:04,750 --> 00:15:08,350
the proportion system on the uniform
322
00:15:06,639 --> 00:15:10,899
because we thought think that they're
323
00:15:08,350 --> 00:15:12,329
using engines in a conventional sense we
324
00:15:10,899 --> 00:15:15,088
think that they can do these
325
00:15:12,328 --> 00:15:16,708
speed maneuvers because they're pull the
326
00:15:15,089 --> 00:15:19,529
proportion system is based on
327
00:15:16,708 --> 00:15:21,778
anti-gravity they create a force field
328
00:15:19,528 --> 00:15:25,318
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around the edge of the craft so
329
00:15:21,778 --> 00:15:27,178
therefore inside we just like fly on a
330
00:15:25,318 --> 00:15:28,678
million miles an hour and we can do a
331
00:15:27,178 --> 00:15:31,350
right angle turn but there's no inertia
332
00:15:28,678 --> 00:15:34,019
because it's creating some gravitational
333
00:15:31,350 --> 00:15:36,449
force so wherever it goes you're not
334
00:15:34,019 --> 00:15:38,399
affected by that's what they think and
335
00:15:36,448 --> 00:15:40,798
this is why there is this talk about
336
00:15:38,399 --> 00:15:45,839
free energy and another reason why it's
337
00:15:40,798 --> 00:15:47,909
secret because does the gunman and
338
00:15:45,839 --> 00:15:49,350
people said to me well why doesn't
339
00:15:47,909 --> 00:15:51,178
happen on the White House lawn all the
340
00:15:49,350 --> 00:15:54,839
obvious answer is if they did the common
341
00:15:51,178 --> 00:15:59,119
get shot when you got to realize is that
342
00:15:54,839 --> 00:16:01,290
while science is quite I think arrogant
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343
00:15:59,119 --> 00:16:03,119
many scientists will say we're the only
344
00:16:01,289 --> 00:16:05,159
sensitive beings blah blah blah that was
345
00:16:03,119 --> 00:16:07,350
a big argument for many many years the
346
00:16:05,159 --> 00:16:09,688
moving away from that now but basically
347
00:16:07,350 --> 00:16:11,489
on the scheme of things I think we're
348
00:16:09,688 --> 00:16:13,528
like an ant on the ground in
349
00:16:11,489 --> 00:16:15,778
technological terms and development
350
00:16:13,528 --> 00:16:17,698
terms as to what they are who might be a
351
00:16:15,778 --> 00:16:19,100
million years elevator will be like we
352
00:16:17,698 --> 00:16:22,139
won't talk to the ants on the ground
353
00:16:19,100 --> 00:16:24,360
because the Gulf in intelligence we
354
00:16:22,139 --> 00:16:27,089
would say it was too great why should
355
00:16:24,360 --> 00:16:28,709
you know could you talk it sounds daft
356
00:16:27,089 --> 00:16:32,040
but if you've got something that's so
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357
00:16:28,708 --> 00:16:35,698
advanced I think we're very primitive
358
00:16:32,039 --> 00:16:38,338
and we're very well liked and we do
359
00:16:35,698 --> 00:16:39,748
watch the world is in turn on we kill
360
00:16:38,339 --> 00:16:43,079
each other when we could feed everybody
361
00:16:39,749 --> 00:16:46,139
we you know Gil the top two percent is
362
00:16:43,078 --> 00:16:48,388
it one percent top two percent on most
363
00:16:46,139 --> 00:16:51,178
of the world over the ninety-eight
364
00:16:48,389 --> 00:16:52,668
percent that go that's not right we
365
00:16:51,178 --> 00:16:55,350
could do something about that will do
366
00:16:52,668 --> 00:16:57,659
it's a whole mess so I think we're very
367
00:16:55,350 --> 00:16:59,909
probably very good reasons why they they
368
00:16:57,659 --> 00:17:02,149
mostly severe I think we're very
369
00:16:59,909 --> 00:17:05,638
primitive black pond life I think
370
00:17:02,149 --> 00:17:08,759
actually I disagree mom or go wash up
371
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00:17:05,638 --> 00:17:12,229
there well I was talking about the gang
372
00:17:08,759 --> 00:17:15,869
the friend I was reviewing
373
00:17:12,230 --> 00:17:19,170
childhood Zhang by RC truck okay I'm
374
00:17:15,869 --> 00:17:24,269
skeptic Madeline you fall skeptic yep
375
00:17:19,170 --> 00:17:27,810
yep no problem no the story goes much
376
00:17:24,269 --> 00:17:30,539
what you said the end is a twist that we
377
00:17:27,809 --> 00:17:35,549
are the intelligence we are the most
378
00:17:30,539 --> 00:17:38,099
devout aspect I think that was a product
379
00:17:35,549 --> 00:17:40,710
to this generation well I sure I can't
380
00:17:38,099 --> 00:17:45,990
agree i think we are I think the a means
381
00:17:40,710 --> 00:17:48,150
a lot I guess we'll never know well oh I
382
00:17:45,990 --> 00:17:50,849
won't be able to put it this way it is
383
00:17:48,150 --> 00:17:54,509
coming and this is what I say about the
384
00:17:50,849 --> 00:17:57,359
2033 it's coming yeah I don't I do agree
385
00:17:54,509 --> 00:17:59,400
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and and mainstream a graph to capture
386
00:17:57,359 --> 00:18:01,169
Andrey address how they look at this
387
00:17:59,400 --> 00:18:02,790
reevaluate either look at the subject
388
00:18:01,170 --> 00:18:05,250
because they're gonna have to confront
389
00:18:02,789 --> 00:18:09,389
contact and we are going to be the first
390
00:18:05,250 --> 00:18:12,630
people in official history official
391
00:18:09,390 --> 00:18:15,120
history that deal with contact it's
392
00:18:12,630 --> 00:18:18,060
going to happen be many of our lifetime
393
00:18:15,119 --> 00:18:20,789
for the first time ever official Compton
394
00:18:18,059 --> 00:18:24,210
and they always say that it will be the
395
00:18:20,789 --> 00:18:28,440
biggest step mankind contact the
396
00:18:24,210 --> 00:18:30,690
ministry well that was all about the
397
00:18:28,440 --> 00:18:32,130
human species I was talking to some DD
398
00:18:30,690 --> 00:18:34,710
other day and they were talking about
399
00:18:32,130 --> 00:18:36,720
aliens being here and they said that
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400
00:18:34,710 --> 00:18:39,360
they here but they not allowed to
401
00:18:36,720 --> 00:18:43,880
interfere with us well I guess this
402
00:18:39,359 --> 00:18:46,439
cultures the process the human body the
403
00:18:43,880 --> 00:18:48,750
aliens are not changing my guess is only
404
00:18:46,440 --> 00:18:51,990
the human bodies and we gotta go through
405
00:18:48,750 --> 00:18:54,960
this process of self the the on the
406
00:18:51,990 --> 00:18:58,259
abduction side there are many accounts
407
00:18:54,960 --> 00:19:00,720
that there's a lot of aspects to expose
408
00:18:58,259 --> 00:19:04,500
complicated but they would certainly
409
00:19:00,720 --> 00:19:07,490
appear to be some alien species are
410
00:19:04,500 --> 00:19:10,670
interested in reproductive organs
411
00:19:07,490 --> 00:19:13,410
hybridization fetuses be removed from
412
00:19:10,670 --> 00:19:15,269
abductees and then later on being
413
00:19:13,410 --> 00:19:18,870
reunited with them in a few years when
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414
00:19:15,269 --> 00:19:21,379
they see these half human so that is
415
00:19:18,869 --> 00:19:24,319
common all around world even third world
416
00:19:21,380 --> 00:19:27,410
where there's no access to media so this
417
00:19:24,319 --> 00:19:28,909
is real you can't make it all you know
418
00:19:27,410 --> 00:19:32,360
how can somebody in the middle of the
419
00:19:28,910 --> 00:19:36,019
Amazon with no access to TV radio
420
00:19:32,359 --> 00:19:39,829
newspapers protectively a third world
421
00:19:36,019 --> 00:19:41,480
first recount the same event being taken
422
00:19:39,829 --> 00:19:43,220
on board something and being medically
423
00:19:41,480 --> 00:19:48,400
examined where did they get that
424
00:19:43,220 --> 00:19:51,589
infrastructure from Susie right god
425
00:19:48,400 --> 00:19:55,759
patent crimp and three rimba cimmino
426
00:19:51,589 --> 00:20:00,799
Rendlesham yeah did he did see it was a
427
00:19:55,759 --> 00:20:03,529
leak dos ok so let's set yeah yeah yeah
428
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00:20:00,799 --> 00:20:16,399
look right Rendlesham forest can be
429
00:20:03,529 --> 00:20:21,019
defined in one particular sphere so
430
00:20:16,400 --> 00:20:22,370
right New Zealand Rendlesham forest in
431
00:20:21,019 --> 00:20:23,990
st that when you look at the evidence
432
00:20:22,369 --> 00:20:26,299
Rendlesham forest in fact that it's over
433
00:20:23,990 --> 00:20:29,750
three days don't matter I cut to the
434
00:20:26,299 --> 00:20:33,319
chase of evidence straightaway it all
435
00:20:29,750 --> 00:20:38,509
hinges on whether it's UFOs or not on
436
00:20:33,319 --> 00:20:42,679
one aspect does Colonel halt on the
437
00:20:38,509 --> 00:20:44,859
third night with this for other officers
438
00:20:42,680 --> 00:20:48,289
are leftenant and three sergeants are
439
00:20:44,859 --> 00:20:50,990
they in a field when an object comes
440
00:20:48,289 --> 00:20:53,299
towards then stops above their heads at
441
00:20:50,990 --> 00:20:56,750
a thousand feet and cast down a laser
442
00:20:53,299 --> 00:20:59,960
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beam per half their feet there's only
443
00:20:56,750 --> 00:21:06,380
two alternatives either holt and his
444
00:20:59,960 --> 00:21:10,340
team a lion or it happened and if it
445
00:21:06,380 --> 00:21:12,410
happened it ain't a lighthouse but
446
00:21:10,339 --> 00:21:15,259
there's what lighthouse and stop above
447
00:21:12,410 --> 00:21:17,330
your head and put a beam down so you
448
00:21:15,259 --> 00:21:19,640
just take one little piece of it and the
449
00:21:17,329 --> 00:21:21,109
lighthouse theories of upper end but let
450
00:21:19,640 --> 00:21:23,000
me just tell you a side effect of this
451
00:21:21,109 --> 00:21:25,099
I've done many documentaries all the
452
00:21:23,000 --> 00:21:27,500
years some with their terrestrial TV
453
00:21:25,099 --> 00:21:29,509
like channel flow channel time right the
454
00:21:27,500 --> 00:21:32,539
last 2 i've got involved in telephone
455
00:21:29,509 --> 00:21:34,400
and channel 5 I said to them you've not
456
00:21:32,539 --> 00:21:35,000
got a very good record of doing decent
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457
00:21:34,400 --> 00:21:37,730
documentaries
458
00:21:35,000 --> 00:21:41,119
UFOs and they go yeah you know we're
459
00:21:37,730 --> 00:21:44,240
serious about this one okay I said what
460
00:21:41,119 --> 00:21:47,989
I'll give you a challenge i said i will
461
00:21:44,240 --> 00:21:50,480
give you a little exclusive but i'm
462
00:21:47,990 --> 00:21:53,150
saying to you you will not use it in the
463
00:21:50,480 --> 00:21:56,630
final edit well we will we work with
464
00:21:53,150 --> 00:21:59,900
them I cenizas challenge then i'm going
465
00:21:56,630 --> 00:22:02,630
to show you the field where I went with
466
00:21:59,900 --> 00:22:05,450
Colonel halt I've identified the field
467
00:22:02,630 --> 00:22:08,600
nobody else's this is the field with a
468
00:22:05,450 --> 00:22:10,610
beam care now that is fee I'll take you
469
00:22:08,599 --> 00:22:12,469
to that location it's never been shown
470
00:22:10,609 --> 00:22:17,119
in any documentary are you interested
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471
00:22:12,470 --> 00:22:20,930
for yours so we go film it is it in the
472
00:22:17,119 --> 00:22:24,979
final edit know who wins the bet meet
473
00:22:20,930 --> 00:22:29,330
wife clever editing because in the final
474
00:22:24,980 --> 00:22:33,289
but the present gasps so multiple dates
475
00:22:29,329 --> 00:22:37,639
multiple witnesses was it a UFO what is
476
00:22:33,289 --> 00:22:41,210
a nice house they could not have used
477
00:22:37,640 --> 00:22:45,890
that open-ended right outfit if it have
478
00:22:41,210 --> 00:22:48,170
included that sequence in the field you
479
00:22:45,890 --> 00:22:50,509
should be chasing everyone well that's a
480
00:22:48,170 --> 00:22:53,120
whole bike look what is that is the
481
00:22:50,509 --> 00:22:56,059
thing is halt used to take people out to
482
00:22:53,119 --> 00:22:58,189
the lighthouse for a visit we knew where
483
00:22:56,059 --> 00:23:00,889
it was and in reality in the weapon
484
00:22:58,190 --> 00:23:03,350
storage area very much I worked on two
485
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00:23:00,890 --> 00:23:05,420
of them on engineers offered same county
486
00:23:03,349 --> 00:23:09,589
and in lab work in what was then West
487
00:23:05,420 --> 00:23:12,019
Germany you have the weapon storage area
488
00:23:09,589 --> 00:23:15,129
the bunkers and in the middle of it or a
489
00:23:12,019 --> 00:23:20,539
wind of it there is at least one tower
490
00:23:15,130 --> 00:23:24,290
that's mum 24 7 365 years right the site
491
00:23:20,539 --> 00:23:26,089
is about 38 to 40 8 30 to 40 people on
492
00:23:24,289 --> 00:23:28,519
shift at any one time that proves the
493
00:23:26,089 --> 00:23:31,129
numbers along Rendlesham is because a
494
00:23:28,519 --> 00:23:37,879
conventional bomb dome one or two yea
495
00:23:31,130 --> 00:23:42,620
gads nuclear weapons garden 365 24 7 30
496
00:23:37,880 --> 00:23:46,400
8 30 to 40 per shift alright so the
497
00:23:42,619 --> 00:23:48,219
numbers were mixed up but the tower they
498
00:23:46,400 --> 00:23:50,919
have one towel that's higher
499
00:23:48,220 --> 00:23:55,179
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about 80 feet high and it's purposely
500
00:23:50,919 --> 00:23:57,309
higher so that as a full 360 for the guy
501
00:23:55,179 --> 00:23:59,559
in the towel and in the top of the tower
502
00:23:57,308 --> 00:24:03,279
they have a miniature layout of the
503
00:23:59,558 --> 00:24:07,269
entire site like a model and it has all
504
00:24:03,279 --> 00:24:09,788
the alarm settings that can be triggered
505
00:24:07,269 --> 00:24:12,429
by rabbits because it's the night
506
00:24:09,788 --> 00:24:14,980
microwave right as the oven outs of
507
00:24:12,429 --> 00:24:17,230
stereo France than an infant and it's
508
00:24:14,980 --> 00:24:18,940
microwave so if anybody tries to break
509
00:24:17,230 --> 00:24:21,880
through the fence it triggers an alarm
510
00:24:18,940 --> 00:24:24,220
the alarm is triggered on this big bowl
511
00:24:21,880 --> 00:24:26,289
so the guy in the top of the tower it's
512
00:24:24,220 --> 00:24:28,960
80 feet the trees are not allowed to go
513
00:24:26,288 --> 00:24:32,319
on more than 40 feet so he gets the
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514
00:24:28,960 --> 00:24:35,230
perspective with 360 so the gang of the
515
00:24:32,319 --> 00:24:38,019
tower gnaws where the offered less light
516
00:24:35,230 --> 00:24:44,349
houses every shift ease up there he goes
517
00:24:38,019 --> 00:24:47,200
matter that's what up yep every five
518
00:24:44,349 --> 00:24:49,089
seconds look it's like he knew it was
519
00:24:47,200 --> 00:24:51,100
the only where it was but nobody talks
520
00:24:49,089 --> 00:24:53,109
about weapons storage area because it's
521
00:24:51,099 --> 00:24:54,639
too sensitive nobody else go near
522
00:24:53,109 --> 00:24:57,879
nuclear weapons but you broke all the
523
00:24:54,640 --> 00:25:01,390
arm of agreements and swine oh do you
524
00:24:57,880 --> 00:25:03,429
come up these aspects the stuffs I
525
00:25:01,390 --> 00:25:06,640
didn't pay they don't touch this craft
526
00:25:03,429 --> 00:25:08,530
yes I've had a Down Lord I don't weigh
527
00:25:06,640 --> 00:25:11,080
them huh I don't believe it you don't
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528
00:25:08,529 --> 00:25:15,069
believe it I think you like me great
529
00:25:11,079 --> 00:25:19,149
Becky I let me say no I say they look at
530
00:25:15,069 --> 00:25:22,178
argue you know I pointed to the in mind
531
00:25:19,150 --> 00:25:25,570
yet it's a binary download which is
532
00:25:22,179 --> 00:25:28,120
supposedly odd and i have i've got
533
00:25:25,569 --> 00:25:30,308
transposed it and if that is correct but
534
00:25:28,119 --> 00:25:33,418
that doesn't mean to say that ERG had it
535
00:25:30,308 --> 00:25:35,950
now if but it does actually refer to a
536
00:25:33,419 --> 00:25:38,650
location called high Brazil with the
537
00:25:35,950 --> 00:25:41,558
island where seven locations it refers
538
00:25:38,650 --> 00:25:43,570
to including yeah so you couldn't you've
539
00:25:41,558 --> 00:25:44,629
got no feedback or further information
540
00:25:43,569 --> 00:25:46,939
on that
541
00:25:44,630 --> 00:25:53,000
you don't believe it I'm a detective
542
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00:25:46,940 --> 00:25:57,529
Yeah right and his reasons he claimed on
543
00:25:53,000 --> 00:25:59,839
the 30th anniversary yeah conference so
544
00:25:57,529 --> 00:26:02,210
for 30 years he kept this secret even
545
00:25:59,839 --> 00:26:05,449
from John Burroughs who was with him to
546
00:26:02,210 --> 00:26:07,579
be a key you know any suddenly came out
547
00:26:05,450 --> 00:26:10,850
this time ago yeah yeah anybody giving
548
00:26:07,579 --> 00:26:13,429
it up but you're right get out I think
549
00:26:10,849 --> 00:26:16,339
by then peniston's up some issues with
550
00:26:13,430 --> 00:26:19,430
drink and blah blah blah I hope the
551
00:26:16,339 --> 00:26:23,509
cameras not morning it's good you don't
552
00:26:19,430 --> 00:26:26,029
regard no good book yeah I Memphis Yeah
553
00:26:23,509 --> 00:26:28,670
right he went off the rails pick he
554
00:26:26,029 --> 00:26:32,990
wasn't brilliant witness at the time but
555
00:26:28,670 --> 00:26:35,750
later on I think he's got dozens as the
556
00:26:32,990 --> 00:26:37,579
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case became more famous people are
557
00:26:35,750 --> 00:26:40,160
saying ho make a feature film of this I
558
00:26:37,579 --> 00:26:43,879
hear one of the key stories and I think
559
00:26:40,160 --> 00:26:46,820
the through whatever money start to God
560
00:26:43,880 --> 00:26:49,630
so what better could he do come up with
561
00:26:46,819 --> 00:26:52,099
this binary cards war Wow and all this
562
00:26:49,630 --> 00:26:55,580
Linda Moulton Howe up the binary codes
563
00:26:52,099 --> 00:26:57,259
as well yeah right the reality is that
564
00:26:55,579 --> 00:26:59,720
in his pocket book gives a click
565
00:26:57,259 --> 00:27:01,670
pocketbook you can take pages out and
566
00:26:59,720 --> 00:27:04,610
put them in it wants a proper band in
567
00:27:01,670 --> 00:27:07,519
the area right Colonel halt when I heard
568
00:27:04,609 --> 00:27:10,789
about this brand record I said to him
569
00:27:07,519 --> 00:27:12,339
the link the binary goddesses see that
570
00:27:10,789 --> 00:27:15,319
looked through that book lots of times
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571
00:27:12,339 --> 00:27:17,089
I've never seen any bank record pages he
572
00:27:15,319 --> 00:27:18,769
said there were six pages then they were
573
00:27:17,089 --> 00:27:20,869
ready sure he said there were 10 pages
574
00:27:18,769 --> 00:27:23,900
then it on the radio show he said no 12
575
00:27:20,869 --> 00:27:27,529
pages well I think I'd know if there was
576
00:27:23,900 --> 00:27:29,780
6 12 or 10 and here's the reality it was
577
00:27:27,529 --> 00:27:32,379
a book by Linda Moulton Howe called
578
00:27:29,779 --> 00:27:32,379
glimpses of
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